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WWC 8 - Zekun Shuai

WWC 8 - Zekun Shuai : Age: 24
Nationality: Chinese (currently living in Dijon, France)
I am currently enrolled as a student in the Master's Programme in the École Supérieure de Commerce in Dijon as
well as being a WSET Diploma student. My prior experience in wine was related to selling and serving wines in La
Bordeauxthèque in Beijing during college as well as being a wine judge at the International Wine Challenge. Having
received my bachelor's degree in English Broadcasting Journalism from the Communication University of China, I
decided to travel to Mexico and ended up as a Mandarin teacher in two local universities. I worked for two years
before quitting my job to come to Dijon to further my studies in Wine Business.
Your Next Salty Baja Red ？
It has been roughly two years since I kept myself amused by tasting and noting down every single bottle of Mexican
wine that I tasted while I was teaching Chinese Mandarin in Campeche and Mérida, both very quiet cities on the
Yucatán peninsula in the south of Mexico. As my empty bottles piled up, my landlord one day kindly asked me, of
course in a rather soft-spoken way, to make a Christmas tree out of them. Alas! I finally realised that his backyard
was already jumbled up with my empty wine bottles. Now that I have left Mexico for a while I realise that the past two
years in Mexico were a preciously hedonistic and memorable experience if not fruitful. By the time I returned to
China, I had practically become a loyal Mexican wine drinker with a few bottles packed into my luggage to impress
my friends.
Mexico may not strike many people as a wine country. This is where beer, tequila and even mezcal can probably
beat local wine production hands down. The tropical climate helped narrow down the viticultural areas to just a few
states: Baja California, Querétaro, Coahuila, Zacatecas, Aguascalientes and Sonora. Interestingly enough, it is
however the first country in the Americas to have planted vines. Proudly, Casa Madero, a winery established in the
Valle de Parras in Coahuila in 1597, claims such an accolade and is probably the oldest winery in the New World.
Despite having only a few wine areas, Mexico's wine industry is highly concentrated in Baja California, which is by
far the country's most important wine region contributing 90% of Mexico's output. Inspired by California's success
and spurred by the domestic demand for local wines and brandy due to an increase in import tax on alcohol,
vineyards in Baja California surged rapidly over the last few decades under the booming investment of some global
companies such as Domecq as well as countries such as the US and Italy which have shaped Mexico's budding
wine industry.
With few restrictions, Baja California has become a wine laboratory where experiments with varieties are well under
way. It is a daring wine region after all where Merlot, Cabernet, Petite Sirah, Barbera and Zinfandel can all be found,
all producing good wines. The risk that a consumer has to take however is that these wines can be the result of both
ambitiously inspiring experiments as well as the fermented juice from left-over grapes. Among all the interesting
blends, it is widely believed that some of the excellent Nebbiolo-based wines are the rising stars of the region. I
found most tend to be deeply saturated and slightly robust in tannin with a lifted nose of dusty jamaica, a flower
otherwise known as roselle.
As the different results of the seemingly whimsical blends cut both ways, so does the saltiness in many Baja wines. I
mean, real saltiness, not minerality or anything else. From what I can tell from my trip to the vineyards and my
experience of roughly 200 bottles of Mexican wines, 80% of which come from Baja, saltiness can be a shared
characteristic as common as the impact from the climate on the fruit in Baja's red wines, which could be way too
jammy and excessively generous. Some winemakers and critics, however, use 'minerality' as a descriptor of this
saltiness and suggest it is Baja's trademark reflection of terroir. If so, then I hope that they have not yet tried wines
such as Tres Valles Kojaa 2009, Viña de Liceaga S 2013 and Viñas Pijoan Leonora 2009, inside which I thought a
salt jar had been turned over. That said, I do realise that our thresholds to saltiness, as anything else, vary from
person to person.
Baja is a region heavily reliant on rainfall. The saltiness in the wine links to the saline soil and the salty underground
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water which is commonly used for irrigation by many producers to counter the region's very low annual precipitation.
Naturally, a year with significantly more rainfall will turn out to be a less salty vintage for Baja California. To diminish
the impact of vintage variation on the saltiness in the wine, some wineries started their reservoir projects to collect
rainwater for irrigation. Villa Montefiori built one a few years ago, for instance.
While clean water and rainfall are critical to avoiding salty wines, there are many other factors winemakers need to
consider. As the soil and the source of underground water differ from place to place, vineyards with sandier soil
tend to have a better performance in handling salty water due to better drainage; selecting rootstocks can help
vines root down into the salty earth. Once the salt goes into the grapes, the only possible way to reduce salt is
perhaps reducing extraction by all means, which also makes the wine thinner, lighter and brings out salt by contrast.
Of course, to a certain extent, saltiness in a wine, as a matter of fact, can be plausible. That is to say, it could be an
appealing signature of wines from Baja California. Being a characterful taste in a wine, a salty tinge is able to add
further dimensions to wine on the palate, making the fruit core more expressive and savoury. But this is only true
with adequate substance and concentration. Just try to imagine three glasses of liquid presented in front of you: one
glass tastes like sea water; another is limpid, pure water lightly seasoned with salt; and the last is the more full-
bodied and well-flavoured gravy. Sea water is undrinkable for the amount of salt and pure water with salt can be
upsetting for there is no substance at all to back up the twist of saltiness. The only one that may taste good is the
gravy where the salt here plays a supporting role that integrates with other elements. In a wine, discreet saltiness
can actually be the catalyst that makes the fruit taste more savoury and mature so long as the wine has enough to
offer to create a balance. This is probably the style that the Baja 'terroir-driven' winemakers should seek.
As new a wine region as it is, Baja California is still working its way to fully exploit its potential and fascinating
possibilities. It is no surprise for me to have found some of the wines too rustic and alcoholic, or too jammy and
salty or too generously sweet and soft. Having thrown some good money for bad wines, I also found some very
thrilling Mexican wines, a number of which, to my surprise, are not from Baja California at all. The future of Mexican
wines is definitely promising and there is a chance that regions such as Coahuila, Querétaro and Zacatecas may
take over from Baja California one day.
With wines from other regions in Mexico, excluding whites, the following Baja wines are my favourites among those
tasted over the last two years. [Please note we have not edited the descriptions below.]
Villa Montefiori, Paoloni Nebbiolo 2012
Tasted at the winery, 04/2106. 100% Nebbiolo. No obvious saltiness in their wines thanks to the reservoir. The
winemaker and the owner Paoloni make several labels mostly with Italian varieties, from Brunello to Aglianico. Try
also theirNerone 2013and Selezionato 2011.
Dark colour and meaty fruit. Very fleshy, ample and complex. A serious wine one can just tell from the unwavering
depth of the nose. Dark chocolate, leather, roasted spices and violet along with robust, dense palate. Tannin is at
full attack yet sinuous, silky and cradled by sappy fruit and wonderful integration of oak. Very rich and goes on and
on. An outstanding Nebbiolo from Baja California that will reward ageing. 13.5%
18/20. Drink to 2027. Around 900 pesos or US$60.
Vinicola Relieve, Ciclo Nebbiolo 2010 Valle de Guadalupe
Tasted in Campeche, 04/2016. Second bottle in Mérida, 05/2016. 100% Nebbiolo. Aged 12 months in American
barrels. I've not yet visited this winery but many wines they produced did impress me. TheOvis 2010is a great
example of how saltiness can go well with the wine here in Baja.
Nothing like most of the Baja Nebbiolos. Light garnet hue with a well-developed nose, lots of dried red fruit, dried
rose petals as well as tarry mineral, leather and some tobacco. Very complex, nuanced and classic Italian style!
Beautiful acidity on the palate, fairly full-bodied with lots of refined tannin and exquisite fruit. Lingers persistently!
This is classy and mind-blowing. I've tasted this wine twice, the second bottle was somehow less interesting though.
13.5%
17.5/20. Drink to 2021. Around 550 pesos or $5.
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Adobe Guadalupe Rafael 2011 Valle de Guadalupe
Tasted in Campeche, Mexico, 05/2015. 52% Cabernet Sauvignon, 48% Nebbiolo. Adobe Guadalupe is a quality-
driven winery based in Valle de Guadalupe with bed and breakfast service and a horse ranch provided to visitors.
They currently have 21 hectares planted with nine varieties. Saltiness is more pronounced in vintages such as 2012
and 2013, but actually makes most of their wines more savoury as they managed to handle the balance. Try
Kerubiel 2012as well.
Focused nose of good depth with an austere dimension. Leather, mineral tones, blackcurrant, jamaica flowers with
a toasty oak background, which is yet to integrate. Very fine-grained and polished tannin that caresses the palate
with fluent, succulent acidity. A finely crafted wine, balanced, restrained and lengthy. Will age. 13.9%
17.5/20. Drink to 2025. Around 700 pesos or $50.
Sinergi Durand VT Ïcaro 2011 Valle de Guadalupe
Tasted in Campeche, Mexico, 05/2015. Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Nebbiolo, Petit Verdot, Petite Sirah. A
boutique producer. Ïcaro is regarded as one of the best expressions among its peers. Heavy and polished style that
may reward the money you paid. Their second labelAla Rota 2012is however too musky and horsey for my taste.
Brooding hue with concentration. Persistent, deep and complex nose that meticulously gives out primary fruit, some
baked dark cherries as well as cigar box and some jamaica flowers, leather and a touch of mineral accent and
muskiness. Harmonious, lush and well-judged oak. Massive palate with a bit abrupt acidity (could be storage?). Full-
bodied with smooth, melted tannin. Chunky, caressing fruit. Very promising. 13.5%
17/20. Drink to 2025. Around 800 pesos or $55.
Aborigen Valle Seco 2013 Valle de Guadalupe
Tasted in Campeche, 01/2016. Petite Sirah, Mouvedre, Cabernet Sauvignon. Aborigen is a Hugo D'Acosta project.
They produce many labels of wines based on different blends. I have not tried many of their other wines.
TheirP125series, however, are pretty decent smart buys that are sold in a Baja wine shop in San Cristóbal de las
Casas.
Deep ruby core with warm, zesty yet refined nose. An array of black cherries, plums and some integrated creamy
oak touch. Some cigar-box with a lift of violet, eucalyptus, black chocolate and exotic spicy characters. Good
expressions of the climate with complexity in the glass. Palate is round, elegantly warm with ripe tannin and
richness. Well poised and lengthy in finish. Baked fruit, but very well-handled and easy to appreciate. 13.5%.
17/20. Drink to 2020. Around 350 pesos or $25.
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